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Discussion at afternoon session

Discussion
In discussion members of the audience raised

many topics arising out of the diseases studied in
the survey.

Question 1. What was the role of the enteroviruses
in the respiratory diseases studied?

Answer. The number of enteroviruses isolated in
the surveys was smaller than those discussed more
fully during this symposium. 127 enteroviruses were
isolated in the GP survey and sixty-one in the
hospital survey, giving isolation rates of 0 3% and
0-25 % respectively. The frequency of symptoms
found in cases in hospital from which some of these
agents were isolated is given in Table 1. They were
isolated most frequently from those diagnosed as
having pharyngitis or tonsillitis (Poole & Tobin,
Figs. 3 and 4, this symposium), a number were
also found in other types of respiratory disease. In
general practice the frequency of sore throat and
fever was high in cases yielding enteroviruses and
some adolescents and adults suffered from an
influenza-like illness. Isolation rates in lower re-
spiratory tract infections were less than with the
other viruses already discussed.

Question 2. What is the relative importance of
viruses and bacteria in respiratory disease?

Answer. In the surveys only cases with P haemoly-
tic streptococci have been analysed as the significance
of other bacteria found was thought to be doubtful.
In otitis media P haemolytic streptococci were found
more often than viruses, while in pharyngitis and
tonsillitis these bacteria were isolated as frequently

as viruses (see Poole & Tobin, Figs. 3 and 4, this
symposium). In pharyngitis and lower respiratory
tract infections viruses predominated. Only three of
the twenty-two deaths encountered in the hospital
survey were definitely bacterial, the remainder either
yielded viruses or showed no necropsy cultural find-
ings to suggest bacterial infection. Bacterial infections
probably followed virus attacks since a much higher
isolation rate of bacteria in lower respiratory tract
infections would have been expected had the reverse
been true. The evidence from Newcastle, in which
RS virus was considered to be one of the principal
causes of death in infancy, gave no support for any
associated bacterial infection and the policy there
of not treating this virus infection with anti-bacterial
drugs had led to no untoward result. The only
viruses which were associated with any frequency
with secondary bacterial infection were influenza
and measles.
Mycoplasma pneumoniae was only looked for in a

few areas and for a limited time, but was not found.
This infection is, of course, amenable to antibiotics,
but it tends to be prevalent every 2 or 3 years for a
few months and then disappear again. It is more
likely to infect school-children and adults than
infants and is, of course, a recognized cause of
atypical pneumonia.

Cases from which no agent is isolated are unlikely
to be bacterial. The failure to obtain an isolate is
probably due to technical deficiencies since present
laboratory methods are still relatively insensitive for
many agents. Immunofluorescent examination of

TABLE 1. Clinical features (Y.) in enterovirus infections (hospital survey)

Coxsackie A Coxsackie B5 All Coxsackie B Echovirus

All ages All ages < 1 year 1-4 years All ages

No. of isolations 13 23 15 22 16

Red pharynx 92 74 60 77 69
Tonsils red with exudate 23 9 20 18 12
Tonsils red without exudate 54 48 20 54 37
Ears-red drum 0 17 7 18 44
Cough 8 52 40 64 56
Dyspnoea 0 30 7 41 25
Chest recession 0 17 7 18 19
Rhonchi 0 13 0 23 37
Rales 0 26 7 32 31
Radiological shadows 0 26 13 18 25
Fever 85 91 87 100 81
Convulsions 77 17 27 18 31
Meningism 15 17 13 9 12
Vomiting 38 17 7 27 31
Abdominal pain 8 4 0 23 12
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direct respiratory cell preparations may increase the
number of positive results with some viruses by a
further 10% compared with isolation, but this would
not have influenced the overall results greatly.

Question 3. Are there any clinical criteria for dis-
tinguishing viral and bacterial infections?

Answer. It is difficult to give guidance to general
practitioners on the use of antibiotics. A doctor is
faced with a sick person and some action is expected,
so the use of antibiotics ofsome sort is hard to avoid.
The decision should depend on clinical judgement,
a knowledge of the likely aetiology of the syndrome,
and the chance of bacterial complications. The fre-
quencies of both streptococci and viruses vary and
knowledge of what is happening locally may be
useful. Throat infections are often streptococcal and
need antibiotics, but here the bacteriology laboratory
should be able to give an answer in 24 hr. If the
results indicate a streptococcal infection, penicillin
or erythromycin, to which all streptococci are
sensitive, should be given. Otherwise chemotherapy
is not indicated except in the rare but often fatal
instance of H. influenzae epiglottitis-a disease
which requires the prompt administration of
ampicillin and steroids and urgent admission to
hospital. Croup and bronchiolitis do not need anti-
biotics but the diagnosis of the latter is easier in
hospital as is the withholding of antibiotics. Radio-
graphic examination in bronchiolitis is very helpful
as antibiotics need not be contemplated unless
definite consolidation is present. In Newcastle over
500 infants with bronchiolitis have been successfully
treated without antibiotics.

Question 4. How can the isolations of pathogenic
viruses from the controls be explained?

Answer. The controls in the hospital survey indi-
cated that viruses were more often found in respira-
tory disease than in those with some other system
involved. However, a diagnosis suggestive of disease
of some system other than the respiratory tract does
not exclude a virus infection of the latter. Some
agents may persist long enough for a second illness
to supervene and would thus yield a respiratory virus
even though the subject was regarded as a control.
Other patients may be incubating a new infection
but not yet demonstrating its symytomatology.

Question 5. Has there been an increase in virus
infections recently?

Answer. An increase in virus infections may have
occurred in recent years but this has not been sub-
stantiated. It is just as likely that the apparent in-
crease is due to improved diagnostic methods at a
time when serious bacterial illnesses have decreased.
Even in countries with poor social conditions people
are becoming aware of viral infections as bacterial
ones become amenable to treatment. In the case of

bronchiolitis, awareness of the condition is still
comparatively recent, particularly in the post-
mortem room.

Question 6. What effect do seasons have on viral
infections ?

Answer. The work of Lidwell, Morgan & Williams
(1965) showed that a fall in temperature or a rise in
the humidity was followed 2-3 days later by an
increased incidence of colds suggesting that variation
in transmissability of virus may be important.
Picornaviruses survive better in humid conditions
while myxoviruses seem to resist dry conditions. The
incidence of RS virus is high when humidity is high
and temperatures low, as in winter, but the exact
relationship between these effects is not clear and
more knowledge is needed before any definite pre-
dictions are possible.

Question 7. Can one be reinfected with the same
influenza virus?

Answer. Second attacks of influenza have been
reported close together, especially in the case of
experience in Tristan da Cunha with the Hong Kong
strain of influenza A, and during the 1918-19
epidemics. However, usually immunity is adequate
to protect for a few years and most new attacks of
influenza A in the same individual are due to an
antigenically different strain of virus. Monitoring of
influenza strains, as is done in this country, can help
to pick out such new variants, e.g. A/Eng/42/72,
which caused a considerable outbreak this year in a
population which was well immunized by past
epidemics to its ancestor, the Hong Kong strain.
Not all new variants necessarily become epidemic.
The Hong Kong strain, which grumbled along in the
U.K. during its first winter, produced a serious epi-
demic only in its second year, whereas in the United
States the first epidemic was worse than the second.
Forecasting of epidemics is therefore difficult, but
usually the year after a severe outbreak is less likely to
have another severe epidemic of the same virus type.

Question 8. Are there any antiviral drugs which
are useful in respiratory infections?

Answer. Although claims for the efficacy of many
drugs have been made, few have been subjected to
adequate clinical trials or have been shown to be
effective only in certain specific clinical conditions.
When a successful antiviral agent is produced a vast
increase in viral diagnostic facilities will be needed
and a knowledge of the prevalence, epidemiology
and clinical symptoms of the most likely agent would
become of great importance in deciding the proper
treatment.
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